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Introduction 
Let P=P(D) be an elliptic differential operator of order 2m with constant 
coefficients = i-^—, ..., — i-^—jj and Q=Q(x,D) a differential operator of 
order 2m with smooth coefficients which vanish for |x| 
For any domain Q c R " and any integer fcsO denote by Hk(Q) the Hilbert 
space of functions u with the norm 
I M I H * ( « ) = { Z f\D*u\*dx}112 
>1 " ' 
(Sobolev space); L2(Q)—H°(Q). Further denote by Hkx(Q) the set of functions u 
satisfying the condition: <pu£Hk(Q) for arbitrary infinitely differentiable function 
<p which is equal to Zero out of a compact subset of Q. 
In [1] the elliptic equation 
(0.1) Au = (P+Q)u = / in R" 
has been considered when P(£)?±0 for all ^ R " . It has been proved that if for 
any /€£*(R") (i.e. /£L2(R"), f(x)—0 if |x|=>a) there exists a solution u of the 
equation (0.1) which tends to zero at infinity then the solution is unique. Furthermore, 
by use of methods of [2] it is easy to show that for this solution the estimation 
( 0 . 2 ) H « I I h ^ ( R " ) ^ C i l l / I I L I ( R " ) 
holds. (cx is a constant which does not depend o n / ) In [1] there have been formulated 
conditions on the differential operators Bj{x,D) which guarantee that for sufficiently 
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large 0 the boundary value problem in Be = R": |x |<g} 
(0.3) Aut = f in Be 
(0.4) Bj(x,D)ua = 0 on Se, j=\,...,m 
(Se={x£R": |x| = £>}) has a unique solution ue in the Sobolev space H^iBg) and 
an estimation of the form 
(0.5) II" - = c2 [l/lli^R-oe-^ 
holds, where c2, c3 are positive constants which do not depend on / and Q. 
In [3] similar results are proved when P(O^0 for ^ R " \ { 0 } but P(0)=0 and 
d j 
(0.3), (0.4) is the Dirichlet problem, i.e. BAx, £>) = —— where v is the normal vector 
ovJ 
to Sa. Then instead of (0.2) and (0.5) the following estimations are valid: for any 
compact KczR" 
(0.6) IMIH'-W ^ ci(^)ll/ll£»(R") 
and 
( 0 . 7 ) I I " - • « i l l n * " ( i o ^ c 2 ( ^ ) « ( e ) l l / l l i . j ( R » ) , • 
where cAK), c2(K) are constants which do not depend on / a n d g, lim g((?)=0. e-*- + 00 
Under certain conditions estimations of the form (0.2), resp. 
(0.8) ;||«-WellH^(R") Ste)ll/llz*(R») 
can be shown where lim g(g)=0. 
P—+00 
In this paper it will be supposed that the differential operators P and Q satisfy 
the above mentioned conditions of works [1], resp. [3] such that estimations of the 
form (0.6), (0.7), resp. (0.2), (0.8) hold. Our aim is to consider a quasi-linear elliptic 
equation of the form 
(0.9) Au+g(x,u, . . . , £ > ' » , . . . ) = / in R" 
where |/S|s2m — 1 and to prove the existence of a solution of (0.9). Moreover, we 
are going to prove an estimation ol type (0.7), resp. (0.8) for the quasi-linear equation 
(0.9). 
In [4]—[8] there are proved existence theorems on quasi-linear and nonlinear 
elliptic equations in unbounded domains. These results, however, cannot be applied 
to the equation (0.9) in the case P(0)=0. 
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1. Existence of solutions 
T h e o r e m 1. Suppose that for any f^L2(R") there exists a unique solution u 
of (0.1) and for this solution the estimation (0.6) holds. Let g: R"+,v—R be a conti-
nuous function (N denotes the number of multiindices P such that \P\^2m — \) satis-
fying the conditions: 
(1.1) g(x, u, ..., ufi, ...) = 0 if |x| > a; 
(1.2) lim g ( " * , ' " ' '.' ^ = 0 uniformly in x; V . K" V. -M— |(k, ...,U0, ...)| y * 
(1.3) the first partial dervatives of g are continuous and bounded. 
Then for any f€L2a(R") equation (0.9) has at least one solution u£H?£(R"), 
vanishing at infinity. 
Proo f . Denote by A~xf the unique solution of (0.1) which vanishes at infinity. 
Function u is the solution of (0.9) (vanishing at infinity) if and only if v=Au is a 
solution of the equation 
(1.4) v + G(v)=f 
in jL2(R") where the operator G is defined by 
G(v) = g(x, A-'v, 
We shall first prove that G is a continuous and compact (nonlinear) operator in 
the Hilbert space L2(R"). By use of the mean value theorem and condition (1.3) we 
have the estimation 
|G(tO-GO>*)| ^ + +\DPA-\v-v*)\ + ...] 
(cx denotes a constant) and thus 
(1-5) { f\G(v)-G(v*)\f>2 s 
Ba Ba 
because in virtue of (0.6) A-1: Ll(R")^H2m(Ba) is a bounded linear operator. 
Since A i s a bounded linear operator and by (1.2) , 
\g(x, U, ..., Up, ...)| s Cz\(u, ..., Up, 
(c3 denotes a constant), thus . . 
• IIGOOIU»^) = CM'^VU^BJ s csfl^iliicR-i. 
16 
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Hence by use of condition (1.1) we find that for any t>eL2(R"), G(p)Ç£2(Rn) and 
thus by (1.5) G: L2(R")—L^(R") is a continuous operator. 
From conditions (1.1)—(1.3) it follows that for any u€Z,2(R") 
(1.6) = ~ Ê r ( x , A ~ l v > D > A ~ 1 ° ' •••)+ 
\0\S2m-l UUp VXj 
and G(u)i//01(Rn) (i.e. G^ÇZ/HR") and G(y)=0 for |x |>a) . From 0-6) it 
is also clear that G maps bounded subsets of L2(R") into bounded subsets of R"). 
Hence G: L2(R")—L2(R") is a compact operator. 
Now we shall prove the equality 
(1.7) lim —— — 0. 
Denote A_1v by u then 
II^WIIiÎtR») _ llg(*> ». D"U> ••OIL'CR") ||w||H»"(Ba) (1.8) 
ll»k;cR-) ll"llH^(fl<i) IMIz^») 
In virtue of the boundedness of A~x the second factor on the right hand side is bound-
ed. Moreover, ||M||H2m(Bij)—00 as MILUCR-)—00 since v=A(u) and A: Ji2"1 (#„)-• 
-*L2(Ba) is a bounded linear operator. Thus to prove (1.7) we have only to show that 
(1.9) lim 
For any positive number ¿ > 0 
(1.10) f\g(x,u(x), ...,Dl>u(x), ...fdx = 
Ba 
+ f \g(x,u(x),...,Di>u(x),...fdx. 
By (1.2) for any e > 0 the number fc>0 can be chosen such that 
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Thus 
(1.11) / \g(x,u(x),...,Di>u(x), . . . f d x ^ 
S £2 J\(u(x), ...,D»u(x), ...fdx g E^uWl^Bj. *a 
For a fixed b>0 the second term on the right in (1.10) is bounded because g is con-
tinuous and |(w(x), ...,D"u(x), ...)];=&. Therefore from (1.10), (1.11) we 
have (1.9) and equality (1.7) is proved. 
Since G: L2(R")—Z.2(R") is a continuous compact operator satisfying (1.7), 
thus by use of Schauder's fixed point theorem we can prove that the equation (1.4) 
has at least one solution i>£Z,;;(Rn) for any f€L2a(R). By (1.7) we can choose a num-
ber <?0=»0 such that 
> e o implies < y 
Set F(v)=f-G(v). .Then the operator F is bounded in Z.2(R"), i.e. 
IMIX.2^ =£ e 0 implies IIFCd)!^.^ r£ Qx, 
since G is bounded in Z,2(R"). Let Q denote the number max {g0, Qx, 2||/||}. Then 
F maps the sphere {t;€Z,2(Rn): |[u||z.|{R") = e} into itself, because | |F(u)| |^i>i=0 
if ||u|| and 
11^)11 ^ ll/ll + IIG(»)II ^ e/2 + M/2 S i if e0 ^ IN ^ e• 
Moreover, F is a continuous and compact operator, hence by Schauder's fixed point 
theorem F has at least one fixed point. Thus equation (1.4) has at least one solution 
ueZ.2(R") and then the function u=A~1v£Hf"c(R") is a solution of (0.1), vanishing 
at infinity. 
Consider now the following boundary value problem in Be: 
(1.12) Aue+g(x,ue, ...,Dpue, ...) = / in Be, 
(1.13) Bj(x, D)ue = 0 on Se, j = 1, ..., m. 
T h e o r e m 2. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled. Further 
suppose that if e^6o then for any f£L2a (R") the problem (0.3), (0.4) has a unique 
solution ue£HZm(Be) and the estimation (0.7) holds. Then for any Q^Q0 and f£L2a(R") 
the problem (1.12), (1.13) has at least one solution ug€H2m(Be). 
Proof . Denote by A~xf the unique solution ue£H2m(Be) of the problem 
(0.3), (0.4). If ^fEl^R") is a solution of 
(1.14) vt+g(x,A^vt, ..„DU-H,, ...) =/ 
l<* 
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then ue=A~1ve^H2m(Be) is a solution of (1.12), (1.13). Define an operator Ge by 
the formula 
Gt(vt) = g(x, A~1vq, ...,DpAg1v0,•...). 
Then Ge: L2(R")--L2a(R") is a continuous and compact operator and 
(1.15) lim — 2 = 0 uniformly for 
»"»/»(R-r" IMIL^R") 
This statement can be verified by means analogous to those used before in 
proving Theorem 1. We want only to show the proof of (1.15). Since 
A-H = (A^-A-^v + A^v, 
thus by estimations (0.6) and (0.7) A~l: L^(R")-N2,"(Ba) is a bounded linear op-
erator and M"1!! is uniformly bounded for Q = Q0'. 
(1.16) s * 
for any u€L2(Rn) and Q^Q„. Further 
(1.17) \\A~lv\\H2m(Bo)-oo uniformly for Q fe Q0 as CR"> 
since v=A(A~1v) and A: H2m(Ba)-*L2(Ba) is a bounded linear operator which 
does not depend on Q. The equality 
l|f|lz.j(R») \\<4^v\\H^(Ba) l^llz.^) 
and (1.9), (1.16), (1.17) imply (1.15). 
Thus by use of Schauder's fixed point theorem we find that there exists a solution 
ve of (1.14) (see the proof of Theorem 1), hence ue=A~1ve£H2m(Be) is a solution 
of (1.12), (1.13). 
2. Theorem on approximation 
T h e o r e m 3. Suppose that all conditions of Theorem 2 are fulfilled. Let (QJ) 
be any sequence of numbers Qj = Q0 such that j im Qj= and let uQj be a solution 
of (1.12), (1.13) for Q = Qj. Then the sequence (QJ) has a subsequence (Q*) such that 
for any compact Kcz R" 
(2.1) jim IlUg* —u*Ui/im(g) = 0. . 
holds where u*€H?™(Rn) is a solution of (0.9) vanishing at .infinity. 
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If the solution u of equation (0.9) is unique then for the solutions ue of (1.12), (1.13) 
(2.2) lim ||w -w[|//2m(K) = 0 
holds with arbitrary compact K<zW. 
If estimations (0.2), (0.8) are valid, too, then 
(2.3) lim ||uei-u*||H*»(B .) J-+<x> "J Bj 
resp. (in the case of unicity) 
(2.4) lim \\u -u\\H^(B > = 0 Q-4-OO « 
hold. 
Proof . The solutions t ^ L ^ R " ) of the equation (1.14) constitute a bounded set 
in the Hilbert space Z.2(R"). If it were not true then there would exist a sequence 
(Vj) of solutions of (1.14) such that 
(2.5) J™ l l ^ l l i ^ , = + - . 
From (1.14) it is clear that 
(2.6) % + = _ _ 1 . 
K'j£i(R") K'JiftR") 
By (2.5) and (1.15) the term on the right and the second term on the left in (2.6) tend 
to the zero of Z,2(R") as The norm of the first term on the left equals one, 
thus from (2.6) we have a contradiction. 
From the boundedness of the solutions vg of (1.14) and from (1.16) it follows the 
boundedness of the functions ug^A~1ve in H2m(Ba). 
Consider any sequence of numbers Q;=Qn such that lim g,-= + <*>. The se-
J-» oo 
quence (ugj) of solutions of (1.12), (1.13) with Q = Qj is bounded in the norm of 
H2m(Ba). Hence (ugj) has a subsequence (ue*)~(u'j) which tends to a fimction 
u0e.H2m^1(Ba) in the norm of *(£«):. 
( 2 . 7 ) l i m - «OI IH^-HBJ = 0 . 
In view of (1.3) and the mean value theorem it is clear that 
|g(x,u'j, ...,Dl>u'j, ...)-g(x,u0, ...;Dl>u0, ...)| 
^ ci 2 ID'u'j-DOuol 
\fi\s2m-l 
(cx denotes a constant). Thus 
(2.8) lim / 1 g ( x , u ' j D^u'j, ...)-g(x,u0, ...,D»u0, ...fdx = 0. 
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Consider the functions v'j=Au'j. Then 
(2.9) v'j+g(.x,u'j, ...,Di>u'j, ...)=/ 
since the functions US are solutions of the problem (1.12), (1.13) for Q=Q*. Equali-
ties (2.8), (2.9) imply that the sequence (v'j) tends to a function t ^ Z ^ R " ) in the 
norm of L2a(R") and 
(2.10) v* + g(x, u0; ...) = f . 
We shall prove that for any compact X c R " 
(2.11) J im K — . 4 - V H H ^ J O = 0. 
Since u';=A~tv';, thus 
J Q j J (2.12) 
naJ-^-^llHt-TO \\A;*\'j-A-1v'J\\n)+ M - H ^ - O I I h - W 
The sequence (v'j) is bounded in L^(Rn) hence by (0.7) the first term on the right in 
(2.12) tends to zero as Applying the estimation (0.6) to A^1(v'j—v*) we find 
that the second term on the right in (2.12) tends to zero, too. Thus (2.12) implies (2.11). 
From (2.11), (2.7) it follows that 
(2.13) t/0 = y l - V a. e. in Ba. 
Denote A~*v* by u* then u*=u0 a.e. in Ba, v*=Au* and by use of (2.10) we find 
that 
Au*+g(x, «*,..., Dfu*, . . .)=/, further u* tends to zero at infinity. Equality 
(2.11) implies the estimation (2.1). 
Equality (2.2) can be proved as follows. Assume that the solution u of (0.9) is 
unique but equality (2.2) is not valid. Then there exist a compact KczR", a number 
e0>0 and a sequence (ug^=(uj) such that Jim §j= + <̂  and 
(2.14) | |uj-UIIH.-OT e0, j = 1,2, .... 
Then by use of the first part of the proof we have that («,-) has a subsequence (u'j) 
such that 
(2.15) Jim p j -fillH^K) = 0 
where U is a solution of (0.9), vanishing at infinity. Since the solution of (0.9) is 
unique, thus u=u and (2.14) is impossible because of (2.15). 
If the estimations (0.2), (0.8) are valid, too, then it is easily seen that 
l im WU'J-A^V*]],^ , ) = 0 
Q u a s i - l i n e a r e l l i p t i c e q u a t i o n s in R " 2 4 7 
(see the proof of (2.11)): This equality implies (2.3). (2.4) can be proved similarly if 
the solution of (0.9) is unique. 
Remark . In [1] and [2] there are formulated sufficient conditions on P and Q 
which guarantee that the conditions in Theorem 2 and in Theorem 3 are fulfilled 
(see the introduction). 
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